Obtaining Cut Flower Production Records With A Computer

T. A. Sampson

Computers have recently been introduced into the floral industry. They are being used in the preparation of financial statements, and in some cases for production records and schedules. We at PPGH, using a computer and pre-punched IBM cards, obtain production records from a cut flower operation. The basic idea is not new; a similar method was explained by Hollberg in 1962 (1), and is utilized by Centralized Grading Inc. in Denver, Colorado. What differentiates our operation from Hollberg's is our use of a computer instead of tabulating equipment. Working with sufficient-sized quantities, this new system makes more practical the gathering and analyzing of more complete production records than could be expected of a non-computerized system.

Data Collection and Processing

At PPGH, all data is collected in the grading room. The operation of the grading room is much like that explained by Hollberg. Pre-punched IBM cards pass down a conveyor belt with a graded bunch of flowers. The cards identify the bunch as to its number, grade, grader, cutter, variety, and growing location. The cards are accumulated at the end of the belt and sent to be processed at the end of the day. After processing, the cards are re-used.

The collected IBM cards are taken daily to a local bank that rents time on its IBM 660 Mod 50 computer. The bank furnishes the special program, the computer and operators and some accessories, for a flat fee per month. For this the greenhouse gets a daily, a ten and twenty-day, a monthly, and a year-end report. These reports contain varying amounts of information.

Reports

Since the daily report contains the largest amount of information, it will be used in the explanation. The other reports are similar but omit those parts of the daily report that are useful only in day-to-day operations.

The grader section, Figure 2, is divided down the page by graders and across the page the same as the greenhouse report. In addition, this report shows the total time spent grading, and the average number of flowers graded per hour, useful in determining the efficiency of the graders. There is, in addition, another report which shows the bonus pay that was made by each grader for that day. The formula for the bonus pay is much like the one presently being used by Centralized Grading, Inc., and is based on the quantity and quality of grader output.

The cutter section (not illustrated) is identical to the grader section except that the information provided is for cutters. From this, the quality and quantity of their cutting is obtained. If a workable formula were found, cutters could also be put on a bonus pay scale.

Another section is divided down the page by variety, and across the page in the same way as previous sections. This comparison of varieties will show which yields the highest rate of return. Instead of the variety report, this section could be modified into a bench report, depending upon whether information is desired for each individual bench or for each variety.

Since PPGH produces more than one kind of flower, our system has been expanded to give production records for roses, mums, pionpons, daffodils, and irises. The rose information is essentially the same as for carnations but the others are treated as Miscellaneous crops and only totals are collected.

Figure 1 shows a typical part of the report: the greenhouse section. The section is divided down the page by greenhouses and across the page into grades and totals. The first data column is the Quality Index, or mean grade. A quality index of 4.5 shows that the graded flowers averaged slightly better than Standards. The next six columns show the amount of flowers in each grade and what percent this represents of the total. The column labeled "Total" shows the sum of all flowers from all grades, except discards; otherwise, the discard column is treated as though it were a grade. In the grading room, those flowers which are not gradeable are de-headed and put into an unbunched pile of twenty-five on the conveyor belt with the proper IBM cards. At the end of the belt, the cards are collected and the flower heads thrown away.

Figures 1 and 2 show the greenhouse section of the Production Daily Summary Report at PPGH.
Conclusion

The system outlined is as it was originally planned. To facilitate the transition, PPGR is now utilizing only the Greenhouse, Grader, Miscellaneous, and Bonus sections of the report. The Cutter and Variety sections will be added at a later date.

There is a question as to whether the cost of running this system may in the long run be justified. The cost is now no lower than for compiling the information by manual methods; however, there are two main advantages. In the first place, records are no longer dependant on a single individual, thus avoiding a bottleneck in case of his absence; and secondly, there is a potential for additional information which could increase the efficiency of cut flower production.

Fifteen months after its inception, a cost study was made contrasting this computer system with the previously used McBee manual data collection system. We now feel that the production needs for a computerized system to be economically feasible are approximately 25,000 flowers per day. Production increases would prove more efficient.

The largest single obstacle that we have faced since implementing this system has been the reluctance of a data processing center to handle such a small account. Most likely, this is not a general problem and may even correct itself after we have made some modifications.
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